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Comfort food classics made gluten-free from the beloved and award-winning bloggerFollowing

the James Beard Award–winning Gluten-Free Girl Every Day, Shauna James Ahern and her

husband, Daniel Ahern, have created a collection of comfort-food classics that are all

unbelievably and amazingly gluten-free. Cinnamon Rolls with Cream Cheese Frosting, Chicken-

Fried Steak, New England Clam Chowder—the country’s most beloved dishes, reinvented. Of

course, it wouldn’t be true comfort food without dessert, and Shauna aptly provides plenty of

delicious recipes for sweets lovers. There’s Pecan Pie, Red Velvet Cake, and even a version of

those treasured Thin Mint cookies. Shauna and Daniel tested the recipes over and over again,

so these dishes are as easy and foolproof as possible for at-home cooks and her thousands of

devoted blog followers. This cookbook also includes all the basic bread recipes readers need to

keep making classics at home like Pizza Dough, Sandwich Bread, Hamburger Buns, and Pie

Dough. Gluten-Free Girl American Classics Reinvented is Shauna’s best assortment of recipes

to date.

“The only thing more sumptuous than Shauna and Danny’s cooking is the spirited and spiritual

prose that fills this generous, informative book.” —Lena Dunham “Readers will be filled with

nostalgia as they take a culinary road trip through the history of American food with the Aherns.

With each page, they will realize they can yet again enjoy all of the foods they loved from

childhood, gluten-free. With beloved classics like Corn Dogs, Red Velvet Cake, Bagels, and

Tuna Noodle Casserole, American Classics Reinvented revives America’s food heritage for

those with gluten allergies.” —Danielle Walker, New York Times best-selling author of Against

All Grain and Meals Made Simple“Shauna and Danny have reinvented hearty, soul-satisfying

American classics in a way that will make us never miss gluten again. Many of the recipes are

also dairy- and grain-free, making it easy for those with sensitivities. Sourdough Bread, Lobster

Rolls, Coconut Cream Cake and Sour Cherry Pie are some of my favorites, to name a few. The

grain-free flour mix has become a staple in our kitchen. A book where you will find comforting

recipes for your everyday meals and special occasions.” —Aran Goyoaga, author of Small

Plates & Sweet Treats: My Family’s Journey to Gluten-Free Cooking “There is no one on this

planet I trust more than Gluten-Free Girl to help guide me through making gluten-free comfort

food classics. Shauna and her husband Daniel have a deep understanding of what makes

something crave-worthy and the technical know-how required to get there.” —Marco Canora,

chef/owner of Hearth, author of A Good Food Day--This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorSHAUNA JAMES AHERN is the author and

photographer behind the award-winning blog GlutenFreeGirl.com and the food memoir Gluten-

Free Girl. Diagnosed with celiac disease in 2005, she is considered one of the most

authoritative gluten-free voices on the Internet.DANIEL AHERN is the chef-in-residence at

GlutenFreeGirl.com. He has spent twenty years cooking at great restaurants across the United

States. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Mel's Notes, “A must have for any GF cook!. I am so thrilled with this cookbook! I took a class

from the author years ago and learned so much from her. I am so happy that she came out

with this cookbook, allowing me to eat comfort food from my childhood that I missed once I

was diagnosed with celiac disease. I really like how the author explains in detail how to prepare

each dish successfully, and to make flours ahead of time to have on hand when they are

needed. I also like that I can order some of the prepared flours directly from her if I don't have

time to shop for and prepare them myself. I am so excited to try her sourdough starter recipe -

I've really missed sourdough! I recommend that you purchase this book and I hope you are as

happy as I am with the recipes.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Awesome book! Must have.. This book is a must have for everyone in

general. Shauna is a talented writer and an inspiration, the recipes are awesome! I love my

GF cakes more than the regular ones I made before, not only me but everyone, they don't even

know they are GF until they asked me for the recipe :) now that is a complement !”

BearzinWoods, “Gluten-Free Goodness!. My family of four has been Gluten-free for 15-years

so I have a lot of recipes to choose from. I love that the Aherns came out w/ such a fun

cookbook. I have marked over 20 recipes to try & have already made two. My 14-year-old

daughter made the delicious Salmon Croquettes with ease. I appreciate that a kitchen scale is

used so that I can get accurate flour measurements.”

Jillyjazz, “Good classic Gluten free book. Only tried one of the recipes so far and it was a

disaster, spent hours making the rosemary thyme crackers which came out like cardboard.

Needless to say, they went in the bin. I have had Shauna James books out from the library and

have like her recipes so have a lot of hope for future. I like that she includes a grain-free flour

mix as well as an all-purpose flour mix which makes the book work if one is grain-free.”

Rachel, “Finally I can enjoy some of my favourites again!. Some of these recipes take a bit

more organisation that I'm capable of with a full time job...the sourdough bread seems a it out

of my league! However, the grain-free flour mix has been brilliant, and I've used it for recipes in

this book, as well as others. This is the kind of book that I'll revisit many times for a few of the

easy favourites (e.g. Dinner rolls) and will play around with on King weekends to try something

new and adventurous.”

Monique, “Gluten-free girl and the chef is by far my favourite blog. Always sure to find

inspiration and wholesome .... Gluten-free girl and the chef is by far my favourite blog. Always

sure to find inspiration and wholesome goodness. Their new cookbook is their best so far. I



made 3 recipes in the few days after I received it and it's still sitting on our kitchen table

because I intend to make more recipes soon. Real soon. Buy it. You'll love it.”

Tammy Bilodeau, “Great solutions to everyday recipes. Good book with hints, tips and many

family friendly recipes. Easily accessible ingredients, detailed instructions and beautiful images

to keep things interesting.”

The book by Shauna James Ahern has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 88 people have provided

feedback.
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